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Editorial
In this new issue of Proeurope1 you'll find different ways to participate and much
more. Youngster's participation is important to build European citizenship plural and
equal. Changes raise new challenges and new methods to live. Nowadays we are in
a society that Knowledge is really important. What is more, Europe gives range
possibilities to eliminate borders, to promote net between youngsters from different
countries, new technologies and live together different cultures. Youngsters have a
lot of options to participate and enjoy of Europe.
Now, nearly summer time, is a good moment to think about what, where,
how…There is so much possibilities and we propose to you some of them like to
participate an international work camp, work during summer, travel, enjoy festivals
and more for that we inform you about everything you need to know.
Is difficult to tell you about all benefits of these international experiences but you'll
live unforgettable days with youngsters from different nationalities. Also you'll have
opportunity to learn from new cultures, to practice languages, to meet new
people…. but especially a countless enrichment and personal development.

So ...
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WORK CAMP
Do you want to spend some time with youngsters from all over the world? Do you
want to know other cultures and at the same time to do something really important
for a local society? If your answers for these questions were "Yes", it seems that
work camp is something for you.
What is it?
Work camps are projects during which volunteers from different countries work
together to achieve some goal really important for the local community and/or a
non-governmental organization. The duration of work camps can be from 10 days
to 4 weeks, but most of them last 2 weeks.
The average time of work is from 5 to 6 hours a day, five days a week.
The camps can be of different themes and tasks. They can vary from physical
labour to more educational and social tasks and many also involve a study
component. It depends on their theme that can be "antiracism, antifascism,
refugees and ethnic minorities", "peace and disarmament", "disabilities", "children,
teenagers, elderly people", "environment", "sexuality and gender", "socially
disadvantaged", "art, culture, history", "ideology and spirituality" or others. It can
be working with children (teaching English, making games etc.), constructing
community buildings / centers/ schools or organizing festivals to promote peace,
tolerance or ecology.
But is it only a work? No! The social life of the group is an important part of each
camp. Organizers of every work combine their programme of work with activities
socio-cultural. These activities are realized after the working hours and during the
weekends. They can be varied: visiting interesting places, swimming, talking, sing,
learning languages, participating in local festivities and many more. The aim is to
enjoy this time and use it to know local surroundings, learn from mates, have
contacts with local population...
The camp is a place of participation that promotes knowing territory, enrichment
intercultural and social conscience because people from territory can see
youngsters from all over the world that in a selfless way put their grains of sand
into a project that users of it will be the local people.

Who may go for a work camp?
To go for a work camp usually you have to be at least 18 years old. No special skills
or qualifications are required. The crucial thing is the willingness to do something
for others. The obligatory language at most of the camps is English, but there are
also work camps where German, French, Italian, Spanish or Russian are used.
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Organizational aspects
A host organisation's responsibility is to provide leaders to watch over a work camp
and to guarantee accommodation and a good food. Every camp has its own
resources and infrastructure. The participants can be accommodated in a youth
hostel, residence, tents...
It is usual that members of a group take turns at cooking and cleaning. So if you
want to be well prepared, take some recipes that you can make...
Volunteers must organize their journey there and back on their own.
It is advisable to insure yourself for a journey. If the camp takes place in one of
member states of the European Union it is also important to make The European
Social Insurance and Health Card. The number of leaders of one camp is between
one and two, but there are many camps with more than three monitors.

How to become a participant of a work camp?
Steps of the work camp application process might vary slightly on organization that
conducts tasks of this kind in every community or country. But the general model is
following:
1st step: Finding interesting camps. You can look for them on the web page of SCI
or your local organisation (above you can find links of many of them). Read their
descriptions: tasks, place and dates with proper attention not to miss any important
information.
If you don't have experience in doing voluntary service abroad you can choose from
among events organized in the European Union or in your own country.
2nd step: Having made a selection of at least three work camps, you have to wait
a period of registration, contacting with organizations that manage them and fill in
the application as well as pay a fee which can be between 50 and 150 Euro. At
some work camps it is necessary to pay an additional fee.
3rd step: Waiting for news - if it is possible to reserve a place for you in camp the
most expected by you or it is necessary to look for a spot in your other choice...
4th step: When you have a place in the work camp, you will receive an info sheet
with the hour and place of meeting, materials necessary to bring, vital documents,
etc.
5th step: Arranging the travel. You need to organise and pay for your transport
and make documents or vaccination if it is recommended.

Where, when and what?
Work camps nowadays are organized in almost every European country: Austria,
Belgium, Croatia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Ireland,
Moldova, Norway, Poland, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland and Ukraine. There
are also many possibilities if you want to do something out of Europe - you can
choose between Morocco, Tunisia, Senegal, Japan, Malaysia, Thailand, Australia,
USA, Brazil...
Most of them take place during holidays- in June, July and August. Does it mean
that people who have free time in spring can't participate in this kind of event? The
answer is "no"- there are some projects conducted from February to May.
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Examples of work camps:
•

Berlin Spring, organized by VJF Germany
Dates: from March 17, 2008 to April 5, 2008
Topic: Environment
Description: Participants will live and work in the Project- und
Begegnungsstaette which is the meeting and project centre of the Union of
Young Volunteers (VJF). Their help is needed to make the project and
meeting centre more attractive for all our visitors - children, teenagers,
students, artists and different groups of adults.
Tasks: gardening.

•

Culdees Ecovillage I, Aberfeldy, Perthshire, organized by IVS GB
Scotland
Dates: from April 5, 2008 to April 19, 2008
Topic: environment
Tasks:
o Erecting an internal wall in the large barn made with shredded tetra
packs and food wrappings which otherwise would end up in the
landfill.
o Designing an Educational Trail which will also function as a Training
Circuit with exercise plots and suitable for wheelchair-users, make a
wattle screen (a mixture of sticks, earth and clay) around the recycle
street.
o Building a number of dry-composting toilets alongside the trail.
o Planting the 15,000 trees already given.
o Build wildlife observation posts.

•

Istanbul, organized by GENCTUR Turkey,
Dates: from April 10, 2008 to April 18, 2008
Topic: Others
Description: The work will be helping to the organization committee for
realizing the festival
Tasks:
o Preparing the festival area, to setting up stands in the fair area,
general cleaning.
o In order to create an awareness about the pollution, a big "garbage
man" statue will be created by the volunteers at the end of the
festival by putting together the daily collected garbage.

•

ATH Sortileges organized by SCI Belgium
Dates: from April 21, 2008 to May 3, 2008
Topic: Art, culture, history,
Description: Volunteers will help with the construction of an entrance of the
kids space (building, decorating) and they will help with the general
organization of the event.
Tasks: Setting up and taking down the facilities and the exhibitions.

•

Estelle, Turku, organized by KVT Finland
Dates: from May 2, 2008 to May 25, 2008
Topic: North South solidarity
Description: First week of the camp will be spent repairing bicycles in Uusi
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Tuuli's bicycle "flea-market". In the second week vols will help Estelle's crew
to make repairs on the ship and prepare it for sailing. The work is physical
and participants should be able to take their own initiative. At the end of the
camp the Estelle will sail from Turku to Helsinki. In Helsinki, the volunteers
will participate in the World Village Festival on 24-25 May.
Tasks:
o Repairing bicycles.
o Repairing a boat.
o Participation in the World Village Festival.

•

Sonairte (Co. Meath) organized by VSI Ireland
Dates: from May 5, 2008 to May 19, 2008
Topic: Environment
Tasks:
o Gardening (planting, harvesting and weeding).
o Maintenance on the old farm buildings.
o Assisting at the reception desk, eco shop and café on days Sonairte is
open to the public.
o Participating in event days and Farmers Market.
o Opportunity to assist leading tours of school groups around Sonairte
(Energy, Nature, Organic Gardening), for this particular work training
is provided.

•

What sea brings to us (Tkon, Island of Pasman), organized by
Volunteers Centre Zagreb (Croatia)
Dates: from May 14, 2008 to May 28, 2008
Topic: Environment
Tasks:
o Work on cleaning garbage off the beach.
o Run on beatification projects on the island, such as wall paintings,
planting, decorating.

•

Utopia City I - Rome organized by SCI Italy
Dates: from June 16, 2008 to June 27, 2008
Topic: Others
Description: The work camp will take place in an old house that the
municipality of Rome has landed to the SCI Italy in order to organize local
and international activities. The volunteers of the work camp will be involved
inside the project "La Città dell'Utopia".
Tasks:
o Maintenance works on the building, like renovation of rooms.
o Gardening.
o Supporting some cultural events.

•

Maison Blanche organized by SCI France
Dates: from July 4, 2008 to July 26, 2008
Topic: Children, teenagers, elderly people
Description: It would be really appreciated if the volunteers came with
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their guitars, traditional songs and dances, national recipes... and lots of
ideas. It is necessary to speak French.
Tasks: Volunteers will be asked two types of work: animation, mainly, and
small hand labour.
•

Interfaith Project, (Leicester) (PVP) organized by IVS GB Scotland
Dates: from August 6, 2008 to August 15, 2008
Topic: Peace and disarmament
Tasks:
o Practical gardening works in the grounds of buildings of worship of
different faiths in Leicester: Mosques, Churches, Synagogues,
Gurdwaras, Buddhist and Hindu temples.
o Painting and decorating tasks and work on supporting community
understanding.

It is also possible to participate in this time in work camps out of Europe- in
Morocco, Japan, USA or Thailand. More detailed information can be found on:
http://www.sciint.org/.
So, do you want to become a participant of work camp? There are many
organisations, which can help you.
Here you have some useful links:
SCI Àustria

office@sci.or.at

http://www.sci.or.at

New Group
Belarus

new_group@sciby.org

http://sciby.org

SCI Belgium

sci@scibelgium.be

http://www.scibelgium.be

VIA Belgium

via@viavzw.be

http://www.viavzw.be

CVS Bulgaria

cvs-bg@bluelink.net

http://cvs-bg.org

Volunteers Centre
Zagreb (Croatia)

vc@zamir.net

http://www.vcz.hr

DUHA Czech
Republic

duha@duha.cz

http://www.duha.cz

MS Denmark

ms@ms.dk

http://www.ms.dk

KVT Finland

kvt@kvtfinland.org

http://www.kvtfinland.org

SCI France

sci@sci-france.org

http://www.sci-france.org

SCI France Region
scinord@scinord.fr
Nord

http://www.sci-france.org

SCI Germany

info@sci-d.de

http://www.sci-d.de

IVS Great Britain
(Scotland)

scotland@ivs-gb.org.uk

http://www.ivs-gb.org.uk

SCI Hellas
(Greece)

info@sci.gr

http://www.sci.gr

Utilapu Hungary

scihun@yahoo.com

http://www.utilapu.org

VSI Ireland

info@vsi.ie

http://www.vsi.ie
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SCI Italy

info@sci-italia.it

www.sci-italia.it

AVI Moldova

avi_mld@yahoo.com

http://www.avimd.org

VIA Netherlands

info@stichtingvia.nl

http://www.via-nl.nl

IVS Nothern
Ireland

info@vsi.ie

http://www.vsi.ie

ID Norway

info@internasjonaldugnad.org http://www.internasjonaldugnad.org

IPJ Portugal

general@juventude.gov.pt

http://juventude.gov.pt

OWA Poland

info@jedenswiat.org.pl

http://www.jedenswiat.org.pl

SCI Romania

office@sci.ro

http://www.sci.ro

SFERA Russia

out@dobrovolets.ru

http://www.dobrovolets.ru

Volunteers´Center
vcvoffice@gmail.com
of Vojvodina
(Serbia)

http://www.volontiraj.org.vu

Voluntariat SCI
Slovenia

http://www.zavod-voluntariat.si

info@zavod-voluntariat.si

COCAT (Catalonia) cocat@cocat.org

http://www.cocat.org

SCI Madrid
(Spain)

oficina@ongsci.org

http://www.ongsci.org

SCI Switzerland

info@scich.org

http://www.scich.org

IAL Sweden

info@ial.se

http://www.ial.se

GENCTUR Turkey
SVIT Ukraine

http://www.genctur.com
info@svit-ukraine.org

http://www.svit-ukraine.org
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Summer work
Summer? For many youngsters this word means plenty of free time, relax and
party. But it is possible to use holiday months in different way. They are those that
it is easy to find a short term work in many professions. Offers appear already in
March or April. What is more, you can look for in your country but also abroad. In
this way it is possible to connect earning money with improving languages,
knowledge of foreign countries and understanding other cultures.
Possibilities:
There are many options:
•

An agricultural work, that usually consists of gathering the harvest and
helping in the farms, for example: picking strawberry in Spain in May and
June, in July also strawberry but this time in Sweden, from August pears in
south of Europe, from October grapes in France etc. In some countries there
is a possibility to attend a course where you learn different techniques.

•

Work in a services sector: work in hotels (receptionist, waiter or
housecleaner), pubs, restaurants, theme parks, shops, national parks, as a
tourist guide, etc. Usually during summer months those are places that need
much more employees.

•

Work as an instructor in travel agencies, campsites, ski resorts... teaching
different sport techniques (trekking, skiing and sailing), languages or
organising leisure activities. The job usually lasts eight weeks, from May to
October.

•

And many more

General recruitments in the most of countries are similar:
•

Age at last 18 years. There are some jobs that to be able to make them it is
necessary to be older than 20, for example jobs on the ships in France or
22, which is the age limit for instructors.

•

Language - normally it is expected that people know the language of the
country that want to go to, at last at basic level. Spanish expect Spanish,
French- French and Germans- German. In Scandinavia you can
communicate in English.
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•

Experience - sometimes it has to be proved by a proper document, but in
the most cases the expectations are not so strict- it is perfect if you have
made something connected somehow with your future job. Even something
what wasn't a work, for example if you look for agricultural job you can
always put information that holidays you have spent in country with your
grandparents...

•

Being prepared to a really hard work - in many cases there are not limits of
work hours, so it is possible that you will have to work 10-12 hours 6 days a
week.

•

Physical power, what is important especially for men- many times the
their seasonal work is consist in moving really heavy packages.

•

In many cases also good appearance can be an advantage.

How to look for a summer job?
•

by public employment services - starting in March and April there are
usually a lot of offers of this kind of work from local and foreign employers.

•

by EURES - it is an European network designed to facilitate the free
movement of workers within the European Economic Area. Besides offers of
permament work it is possible to find work only for a few months.

•

by private agencies - in every country there are a lot of this kind of
businesses, that realizes process of recruitment for summer works.
Remember to check if one chosen by you works legally- normally it is
possible to check on the web page of ministry of work of your country.

•

personally - you find your employer yourself and set conditions of your
contract. Sometimes it is necessary that he/she realizes administrative
process for the rules of giving a job in his/her country.

If you look for a job by public employment services, EURES or personally you don't
have to pay for cooperation. But private companies usually have to be paid for
payments connected with putting you to the position, costs of travel to place of
work, medical tests, some payments that any way you would have to pay: special
training on the ways of save work if it is necessary...

Contract:
Without any doubts always you should receive the contract from your employer or
private company, if they found job for you.
There should be information about:
•

From employer: Name of employer, name of your position and address
that you will work, details, such as when do you start to work, how many
hours a day and a week, how long you will be employed- salary (it can't be
smaller that minimal quote in this country, otherwise the contract is illegal),
conditions (are you given an accommodation or you need to look for it and
conditions of insurance)
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•

From private company: Name of employer, time of employment, kind of
work and its conditions, the rules of insurance, obligations and laws of the
employee and the private company, the list of all money taken from you as
a client, the responsibility in case of problems with realization of the
contract.

The last point is very important because it says what happens if at the place there
won't be any job for you. If the contract says that in this situation the company is
not responsible don't sign anything! Honest agency always is responsible for its
clients and in this kind of situation gives money back.

Administration:
The administrative formalities that you or your employer has to make depend on
what country you are citizen of and where do you want to work. Sometimes the
process is quite long and for this reason it is necessary to start whole process much
earlier. A lot of useful information you will find on EURES portal.

Insurance:
•

•

Social:
Generally in European Union we pay fees in the country where we work, and
we are insured everywhere. But in the case of seasonal work there are two
possibilities:
o to be insured in home country, it is for those who work, study or are
self employed. Before travel it is a good idea to take form E301 or
E303 (European forms for the coordination of unemployment
benefits)
o to get insurance in the country of seasonal work, when you don't
have social insurance in your country. Your employer should report
you to a right institution and pay fees in accord with local law.
Medical:
You are covered by medical insurance of country of your work. Employer has
to pay right fees. Often he/she buys private medical insurance.

Ready for a hard work? Here you will find a few useful links to start to look for a
job:

International links:
www.europa.eu.int/eures- EURES portal
www.holidayresortjobs.co.uk - webpage with offers of job in tourist resorts all
over the world.
www.pickingjobs.com - offers of fruit picking jobs and other seasonal work
around the world.
www.in-focus.org - work in restaurants all over the Europe.
www.holidaybreakjobs.com - holiday work in Europe.
www.seasonworkers.com - offers of seasonal work in Europe.
Germany:
www.arbeitsamt.de/zav - webpage with offers.
www.worldwidejobs.de - German webpage for people looking for a job.
www.33max.de/freiestellen_links.html#Stellenangebote - here you will find
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addresses of German private companies.
www.workingholidays.de - offers of seasonal work at farms and fruit picking.
Austria:
www.ams.or.at/neu - service of Austrian Public Employment Service for people
looking for a job.
www.lannet.at/ams - offers of job in Tyrol.
www.jobcenter.at - web page of big Austrian work agency.
United Kingdom:
www.londonpubjobs.co.uk - work in London's pubs.
www.hotel-jobs.co.uk - work in hotels and hospitality industry.
www.seasonalstaff.co.uk - workers for hotels, restaurants, pubs etc.
www.jobcentreplus.gov.uk - webpage of British work offices.
www.worktrain.gov.uk - webpage with offers from British ministry of work.
www.fruitfuljobs.com - seasonal work- fruit picking.
France:
www.anpe.fr - webpage of National Agency of Employing with offers from whole
country.
www.emploi.org - webpage with offers of jobs and the addresses of private
agencies of work.
www.apcon.nl - offers of job in grape picking.
www.talents.fr - offers of job.
www.emploi-saisonnier.com - offers of seasonal work.
Spain:
www.cosmo-entertainment.com - work in hotels in Mallorca.
www.monster.es - offers of the job.
Denmark:
www.seasonalwork.dk - webpage on seasonal work with links to big European
agencies of seasonal work.
Netherlands:
www.monsterboard.nl - Dutch edition of international portal with offers of job.
Norway:
www.aetat.no - web page of Norwegian agency of work.
www.gulesider.no - write the word "vikarbyra", and you will be given a list of
private agencies of work.
Finland:
www.monster.fi - Finnish edition of international portal with offers of job.
Sweden:
www.ams.se - the web page of the Swedish Public Employment Service, available
in many languages.
www.expatsinsweden.com - web page with offers of job all around of Sweden.
Greece:
www.jobsabroad.com/Greece.cfm - offers of job in Greece.
Italy:
www.howtobooks.co.uk/abroad/italy/work.asp - web page with offers of
seasonal work in Italy.
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Ireland:
www.hoteljobs.ie - hospitality, hotel, restaurant and catering jobs all over
Ireland.
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Report realized by
Maria Kasprzak

UNFORGETTABLE GALWAY
Somebody said that if you visit Ireland once in your life you will never forget it. The
Irish landscape has a mythic resonance, the country's history is almost tangible,
and its people seem to be put on earth expressly to restore faith in humanity.
My favourite part is west of Ireland especially the region of Galway. This place is
one of the most chilled out spots in Western Europe. Despite being a town, it seems
to be a big city with its easy attitude and cool bohemian atmosphere.

Known as the City of the Tribes, after the 14 affluent tribes who ruled during the
middle ages, this thriving city is the most westerly in Europe and enjoys a strong
artistic heritage and a flourishing arts, music, theatre and film (Do you know that
the famous ring of the Claddagh comes from the village named Claddagh located
near to Galway and it is a famous symbol of love?).
Summer in Galway is a never-ending stream of excellent festivals, eating, drinking
and entertainment all taking place outdoors in the balmy air of this warm-hearted
city. I am sure that you will enjoy the atmospheric pubs in this West of Ireland city,
the beautiful location at the edge of Galway Bay, the pretty medieval streets and
the lively weekend markets with a city break you'll never forget.

How to get there:
Galway Airport is located just 6 km from the city centre with flights to Dublin,
London Luton, Manchester, Edinburgh and Lorient.
Shannon Airport is about an hour or so away from Galway City with flights to and
from Europe. The cheapest way to get there seems to be low cost airline.
Bus Eireann operates buses to and from Galway City (return adult ticket 14.5€). I
do not recommend taxis, as usual they are very expensive. More information at
www.buseireann.ie
Ceannt Station is the main train station in the City with services all over Ireland
(one way ticket Galway - Dublin: adult 31.5€, student 19.5€). Timetable and
information about student travel card at www.irishrail.ie
Citylink Travel Services provide a daily express coach service between Galway and
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Dublin/Dublin Airport (one way ticket Galway- Dublin City 14€, day return 17€,
month return 18€, Dublin Airport: to all prices mentioned above you have to add
5€). To check departures look at www.citylink.ie.
Transportation:
Galway is a small town and the most efficient way to visit is on foot.
Accommodation:
This artistic town has to offer a lot of places to stay - from hostels and bed &
breakfast to hotels. In my opinion the best and cheapest choice is to stay in hostel
for example: in Galway City Hostel 3 nights will cost you 28.5€.
To book place in a hostel: www.hostelgalway.com
Once you are in the town and you do not have place to stay the best choice to find
it is to go to the Tourist Office, Victoria Place, Eyre Square; tel ++ 353 91 563 081;
email: info@irelandwest.ie and there you will find help.

Restaurants:
Galway with its international atmosphere offers
you a wild range of restaurants from all over the
world. But if you want to try traditional Irish
cuisine the best way is either to visit local pub or
ask local people (surely they will recommend a
bar where you can eat well and cheaply).
What to eat?
For a start there's soda bread - a delicious brown
bread that uses soda instead of yeast (ask for it
at the local weekend market). It's particularly
nice with butter and smoked salmon!
Black pudding, farmhouses cheese and handmade chocolates are also highly
popular (local market too).
Irish stew - a traditional dinner dish made from lamb or mutton as well as potatoes,
onions and parsley.
And for something really unforgettable, some seafood - there's nothing quite like a
bowl of steaming fresh mussels, bright white crab claws or quivering oysters - with
an obligatory pint of Guinness.
Shopping:
Here in Galway you will find a lot of narrow shops displaying heavy hand-knitted
Aran sweaters and handcrafted Claddagh rings and other traditional gifts.
Events and festivals:
As it was said before Galway is a place with artistic atmosphere for that all over the
year offers many events: Spring Festival Fleadh Imboilg (start in February), the
Cúirt International Festival of Literature (April), the Galway Early Music Festival
(May), the Galway Sessions Traditional Irish Music Festival, the Galway Film Fleadh
(July), the Galway Arts Festival (July), Galway Races- horse racing festival (start in
August), Galway Jazz Festival (September), the Baboró Galway International Arts
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Festival for Children (October) and the Tulca Visual Arts Festival (November) to
name but a few.
10 things to know (advices, recommendations,
places to visit…)
1.- First of all take with you rain jacket and very
good shoes.
2.- If you are brave and you travel by car remember
that pay and display parking system is operational in
Galway City Centre. You can get a ticket from one of
the many meters around the city; charges apply from
8.30am to 6.30pm, from Monday to Saturday. Charges
are €1.50 per hour with a maximum of two hours.
Failure to display a disc results in clamping and heavy fines.
3.- In case of emergency dial 999 or 112 for fire, Garda (police) and ambulances.
4.- Banks are open from 9am to 4pm from Monday to Friday with late opening
until 5pm on Thursdays. Galway is well served with countless ATM machines, most
of which will accept Cirrus.
5.- Shopping hours are generally 9am-6pm from Monday to Saturday with late
opening until 8am on Thursday. Now, some shops are also open on Sunday from
12pm to 6pm.
6.- Traditional Irish music is celebrated with passion and energy right
throughout the year. Just ask in a local pub! Oh, don't be surprised if somebody will
invite you to have a beer, people are very warm and friendly.
7.- Collegiate church of St Nicholas is dedicated to the saint patron of mariners,
owing to Galway's importance during the Middle Ages. Founded in 1320, it's one of
the best preserved of Ireland's medieval town churches.
8.- Connemara National Park is situated in the heart of the West of Ireland near
Letterfrack and covers some 2,000 hectares of scenic mountains, expanses of bogs,
heaths and grasslands. Some of the Park's mountains are part of the famous
Twelve Bens range. Attractions include exhibitions, an audio visual show, nature
trails, red deer and Connemara ponies. In addition, there is a summer programme
of walks and special events for younger visitors.
•
•
•

Admission prices: adult: €2.90; senior/group: €2.10 per person;
child/student: €1.30; family: €7.40
Opening hours: March-May: 10.00-17.30 (daily), June-August: 09.30-18.30;
September-October: 10.00-17.30. Last admission 45 min. before closing.
Opening months: The Visitor Centre is open Mid-March-Mid-October. The
National Park is open all year.

But the real beauty of Connemara you can find in words of Oscar Wilde "Connemara
is a savage beauty."
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9.- You should not leave Ireland's West without
visiting one of the Aran Islands.
Aran Islands is formed by three islands: Inis
Mór ( Big island), Inis Meáin (Middle island) and
Inis Oírr (East island).
Inis Mór is the largest and most developed of
the Aran Islands. You can walk, cycle or ride
the laneways there to discover its the most
celebrated monument, Dún Aonghusa- one of
the most famous and most important
prehistoric sites in Europe. It is semi circular
stone fort that sits dramatically on top of a 100
metre drop into the sea. It is not difficult to find
there other circular forts, ancient high crosses
and medieval churches
Inis Meáin combines beauty, tradition and
culture. Usually the quietest and least visited
one. A net of narrow roads, sheltered paths and
trails criss-cross the island, from the rock
hillsides of the south to the deserted sandy
beaches on the north shore. The incredible oval
fort of Dún Chonchúir is there as well as the
beautiful Cill Cheanainn and the church of Mary
Immaculate with its magnificent stained-glass
windows by the famous Harry Clarke Studios.
A tranquil place, perfect for contemplation and
relaxing walks is the smallest of them, Inis
Oírr. The island is small enough to see entirely
on foot. It is easy to get there the impression
that you have the whole world to yourself.
Nearby are Teampall Chaomhán, a medieval
church ruin half buried in the sand and the 16th
century Caisleán Uí Bhríain. Sandy beaches on
the north offer safe swimming and excellent
vistas of Connemara while the eastern shore
boasts a shipwreck and breathtaking views of
the Cliffs of Moher and the Burren.
The island also has an arts and cultural centre,
Áras Éanna, where you can attend workshops,
see exhibitions and learn about traditional
culture. Visit www.araseanna.ie
In Galway you will find a lot of ferries companies
that offer transportation to the islands. Some of them are Aran Island Ferries
www.aranislandferries.com, Island Ferries Teo + 353(0)91572273 and Aran
Direct www.arandirect.com.
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10.- The Cliffs of Moher are one of Ireland's top
visitor attractions. Journey from Galway takes
approx 1 hour 35 minutes. Bus student day return
ticket costs approx 14.5€.
The Cliffs are 214m high at the highest point and
range for 8 kilometres over the Atlantic Ocean on
the western seaboard of County Clare. O'Brien's
Tower stands proudly on a headland of the majestic
Cliffs. From the Cliffs it is possible to see the Aran
Islands, Galway Bay, as well as The Twelve Pins,
the Maum Turk Mountains in Connemara and Loop
Head to the South.
What is more the Cliffs of Moher are a home to one of the major colonies of cliff
nesting seabirds in Ireland. The area was designated as a Refuge for Fauna in 1988
and as a Special Protection Area for Birds (SPA) under the EU Birds Directive in
1989. Included within the designated site are the cliffs, the cliff-top maritime
grassland and heath, and a 200 metre zone of open water, directly in front of the
cliffs to protect part of the birds' feeding area. The designation covers 200 hectares
and highlights the area's importance for wildlife.

For more information:
www.discoverireland.ie
www.heritageireland.ie
www.connemara.ie
www.cliffsofmoher.ie
www.galwaycity.ie

Report realized by
Ludmila Dalinova

MYSTICISM OF IRKUTSK
Russia is a big country with great history, where
every city has its own history and culture values.
Everybody knows about Moscow - the capital of
Russia, but I would like to tell you about Irkutsk it's an unofficial Siberian capital. For more than
330 years Irkutsk has been standing at the south
shore of Lake Baikal (the deepest lake in the world)
and for centuries people living in this city were
conscious of the uniqueness of its location. The city
is divided by the Angara - the only river carrying
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the precious Baikal waters into the world while more than 300 large, small and tiny
mountain rivers flow into the lake. The population of Irkutsk is about 600 000
inhabitants, so this city is not so big, but enough developed and interesting for
travel here and see more than two thousand monuments and memorial zones of
history and architecture, 10 archeological monuments, 8 museums, 5 theaters.
Travel to Lake Baikal - the Gem of Siberia, means to explore its unique
surroundings, taste Siberian cuisine and surprise your friends at home with pictures
of an exciting paradise.
How to get there:
Irkutsk is situated in the Eastern part of Russia.
You can get there by airplane from Moscow; the
flight takes about 6 hours. You also can get some
Russian extreme and travel to Irkutsk from
Moscow by train; it'll take about 4 days. Anyway I
prefer airplane :) Airport in Irkutsk is quite close to
the center of city.
To the Lake Baikal you can get by car (1 hour) or
by motor ship from Irkutsk.
Transportation:
You can explore the center of Irkutsk you can explore by foot, but if you would like
to move by transport, you can use public transport or taxi. Public transport in
Irkutsk include: trolleybus, tramway and buses.
Accommodation:
In Irkutsk and when you travel to the Lake Baikal you can stay at cheap hotels.
Unfortunately there is no youth hostels, but on the Lake Baikal there are many
"Bed and Breakfast" family-accommodation. Local people on the lake rent rooms
and provide home-made food.
Restaurants:
Russian cuisine is very various and of course you can try it in restaurants of
Irkutsk. But if you come to Baikal or any other place in Siberia, you have to try
Siberian cuisine. Yes, it's really different type of food. The peculiarity of this cuisine
is fish in all forms: fresh, salted, fried and so on. The territory of Siberia has its
native local people - Buryats. And Buryat cuisine is also very popular here.

Nightlife:
Irkutsk has many nightclubs with different atmosphere there. Lake Baikal also has
good choice for nightlife. For example every year on the Baikal there are several
music festivals, which last for three-four days. One of the most popular festival is"Eco-Dance". Every summer in August youth come to different places and have
party there, living in tents and dancing all nights by music of popular DJs.
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10 things to know (advices, recommendations, places to visit…)
1.- Irkutsk Museum of Regional Studies. Appeared in 1782, the second museum in
Russia after the Museum, founded by Peter the Great in St. Petersburg. Housed in a
building in the Mauritanian style with turrets, round windows with Oriental
ornament, crowned with the dome of Siberia's first observatory. Over 350,000
exhibits, 250,000 of them - rarities. The life of Siberia from Prehistoric Age to
present. Examples of primitive weapons and utensils of the Paleolithic and Neolithic
Ages. Vast collection of minerals. Unique herbaria. Stuffed animals and birds. Old
manuscripts. Handicrafts. Unique exhibits from China, Tibet and Mongolia of
priceless value: Buddha statues made of bronze and papier-mache, tanka icons,
masks and robes for Buddhist ceremonies, tambourines, drums, copper cymbals.
2.- Kirov Square with a spacious park in its center with thick leafy maples,
mountain ashes, poplars, and larches, colorful flowers. Very popular place among
youth.
3.- Visit the Lake Baikal. If your eye is caught by
the breath-taking blue and your heart stops
beating from astonishment and delight as it
sometimes happened in childhood; if all petty
worries, all the vanities of the world fall off like
autumn leaves, and your soul now has wings and
is filled with light and silence; if, suddenly, the
ready word holds back, and you feel that Nature
has its own language, the language that you now
understand; if a simple earthly wonder has entered your life and filled it with
harmony - this is Lake Baikal.
4.- The National Natural Park Pribaikalsky. It was
established in 1986 for the purpose of protecting
the glorious sea, the forest reserves of the
National Park, its flora and fauna, and the whole
variety of the unique natural, architectural and
historical relics and monuments on Baikal's
shores. The forests occupy 70% of the total area
of the Park. The total area of the National Park
Pribaikalsky is 418,000 hectares. Here the taiga
alternates with the forest steppe, and vertical
rock walls and pressing slopes create a beautiful scenery. Here you already feel
among the chosen few simply by standing on the Baikal's shore and breathing this
air - you experience a rare sense of elevation and spirituality.
5.- The Taltsy Museum of Architecture and Ethnography. The Taltsy Museum of
Architecture and Ethnography (the Wooden Architecture Museum) is appraised by
decree from the President of the Russian Federation as a highly valuable object of
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cultural heritage of the people of Russia. Founded in 1969, the Taltsy museum is
conveniently situated on the road to Lake Baikal, 47 km of the Baikal highway. Its
67-hectare territory is surrounded by a protected area. There are over 40
monuments of architectural heritage and 8,000 exhibits of high historical value.
Two architectural-ethnographical areas - Russian and Buryat - show a large variety
of housing and life of the Siberians. The most valuable monuments in Taltsy are the
Savior's gate tower of the ostrog (fort) of Ilimsk (1667) and an active Kazan Chapel
(1679). Both of them, as well as the houses near the Angara floodlands, were
transferred to this place from the flooded areas of the Ust-Ilimskaya. Take the
opportunity to see and be acquainted with the life of old Siberia.
6.- Source of the Angara. The Angara is 1779 km long and is the only river flowing
out of Lake Baikal. Its source is the widest in the world, it does not freeze during
the most severe Siberian winters (width - 863 m , maximum depth - 4.8 m, speed 5.1 km/h). In the middle of the river, at its head, rises a rock cliff 1.5 m high
protected by the state as a natural relic mentioned in the legends of old times. A
beautiful legend, well-known in Siberia, says that Baikal the Old wanted to marry
his beauty of a daughter to a young warrior named Irkut (one of the Angara
tributaries). But Angara fell in love with another
knight, Yenisey, and ran away to join him. The
furious father cast the huge Shaman Cliff after
her. East Siberia's largest hibernation place of
water fowl is to be found at the source of the
Angara River. And of course there live beautiful
and loud white sea gulls without which it is hard
to imagine Lake Baikal and its shores. At the river
bank right in front of the Shaman Cliff there is an
observation platform with souvenir and snack kiosks.
7.- The Baikal Museum. The museum was established in 1928 when the Baikal
Limnological Station opened in the village of Listvyanka. Every year the Baikal
Museum has more than 30,000 visitors. The unique exhibits tell about the origin
and the history of the lake, its flora and fauna, geological structure, climate and
tectonics of Prebaikalye. Stuffed birds and animals. Collection of minerals. Models
of the lake bed showing its history, the peculiarities of its shoreline and bottom.
Micro organisms inhabiting Baikal waters and destroying everything that might
pollute the lake. Exhibits found in scientific expeditions. The tour of the museum
includes a demonstration of a 20-minute video, "The Planet's Well" with unique
shots filmed at the lake's deepest point of 1637 m. with the help of a deep-sea
submersible vessel "Pisces".
8.- Picnic in the taiga forest or at the Angara river bank. The memories of this
event will stay with you for many days to come. A walk in a real Siberian taiga,
penetrating silence and scents of the virgin forest, delicious dinner in the open air
with the traditional meat shashlyk and Baikal vodka made with the precious Baikal
water and known among other Russian vodkas for its perfect quality. Accordeon-
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player will play Russian and Siberian folk songs creating a warm atmosphere and
making the day one of the most memorable in your journey.
9.- Zaguday. my favorite dish from Siberian cuisine - it's a fresh fish, salted and
marinated during 3-4 hour; serves with onion.
10.- And very important note. Please, don't think that in Siberia always cold and
bears come to our streets!

For more information:
http://www.irkutsk-baikal.com/welcome.htm

Report realized by
Dusko Trnavac

BEAUTY OF VALJEVO
Valjevo is a town surrounded by mountain
ranges. The rivers: Obnica, Jablanica and Gradac
run downhill towards the very centre of the
settlement. Valjevo is located in the Kolubara
River valley. For centuries the Valjevo Valley has
been spacious enough to take in all urban
elements of the town. However the fast
development caused by rapid industrialization in
the middle of the 20th century, was the reason
why Valjevo is spread up and down the hills that
surround the valley, as well as along the wide
banks of the Kolubara River. Nowadays Valjevo is an important administrative,
economic and cultural centre. It is the centre of the Municipality and the District of
Kolubara, and with its 80,000 inhabitants it is one of the largest and most
developed towns in Serbia.
Valjevo is one of the oldest urban settlements in Serbia. In the documents the
name Valjevo was mentioned for the first time in 1393.
Nowadays Valjevo is a town. In addition to numerous business companies, there
are 7 elementary schools and 5 secondary schools (grammar, economic, technical,
medical and agricultural) and one college- the College of Management in Valjevo.
The Museum, the Modern Gallery, the Historical Archives were founded several
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decades ago. Moreover, there are 4 TV stations and about 10 radio stations, one
weekly and one monthly newspaper.
How to get there:
The easiest way to get to Valjevo is arriving in
Belgrade (our capital city) first. Belgrade has a
good communication (roads, rails and air lines)
with every part of Europe.
Valjevo lies 92 km southwest from Belgrade. The
International Railway Belgrade-Bar (SerbiaMontenegro) passes through Valjevo, its station
is 2 km far from the city centre. From Belgrade to
Valjevo you can go by bus- the travel takes about
1h 30 min.
"Europa" bus (lovely name) and "Lasta" are
transport firms that have agencies in Valjevo, and
those bus-lines together have about twenty
courses per day.
Transportation:
Valjevo has a public transport which covers every
part of the town and every small place around
town. The Taxi service in town works perfectly.
For just 160 dinara (2 euros) you can reach every
part of city.

Accommodation:
Valjevo has three hotels and one boarding house.
They are: "Grand" hotel 4* (night with breakfast for 50 euros), hotel "Beli narcis"
1* (night with breakfast for 20 euros), hotel "Jablanica" 1* (night with breakfast for
20 euros), "Bulevar" boarding house (night for 10 euros). Motel "Casablanca" and
several lodgings objects are in process of building.

Restaurants:
Valjevo has many good restaurants (food, drinks
and service are on high level). Those are:
"Paviljon", "Kuca (home)", "Zlatibor", "Central",
"Lovci", "Bolero", "Randes Vous"…
Shopping:
I recommend BID "Trading zone Knez Milos"
Nightlife:
During a summer nightlife in Valjevo is fantastic. All cafes work in the open space,
we call that "bašta". All cafes are full of young people. I will mention just a few
good places: "Gipsy", "Knez (duke)", "Vanila", "Time", "Skala", "R- cafe"... During
other seasons nightlife in Valjevo is interesting too but not as much as in the
summer.
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10 things to know (advices, recommendations, places to visit…)

1.- Every visitor should see the whole city because Valjevo has many beautiful
buildings, magnificent parks, especially the park "Pecina" and many other lovely
views.
2.- It is a good idea to visit city restaurants and try national dishes: "predjelo"
(which contains dried meat, cheese, boiled eggs, "cvarci", "proja", hot spicy dried
sausage...), "gibanica", "sarma", "pljeskavica", "cevapi","pecenje"...
3.- If the tourist likes drinking alcoholic drinks then he/she should try :
"šljivovica", "viljamovka", "komovica" and domestic wines.
4.- Places which are close to Valjevo and have
glorious nature and monuments are also worth
visiting. Those are: "Gradac canyon" with great
nature, flora and fauna, monuments and many
cafes. Other examples are monasteries "Lelic"
and "Celije".
5.- There is also "Divcibare" - a mountain 34 km
far from Valjevo.
6.- Another interesting place is "Petnica" village,
7km far from the city centre, that offers recreation centre, a cave, a lake and a
"Science Research Centre".
7.- The Kolubara River runs trough the Valjevo Valley, along the regulated
riverbed, bridged over by several bridges and divides the town into parts.
8.- On the right bank of the river there is the old part of the town called Teshnjar.
The word "Teshnjar" is used to mean a narrow street. Thanks to the carefully
planned reconstruction, Teshnjar is full of different activities, as in old oriental
times.
9.- On the second bank of the Kolubara River the new town is developing with its
wide streets and modern buildings.
10.- The old buildings, a testimony of the rich past of Valjevo, are in harmony with
the modern ones. What is interesting, the oldest preserved building - Muselim's
Lodgings is only a little more than 200 years old.
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Eva Schloer
Student of English and German literature and
International Communication at LMU in Munich

Lost in Translation - Movies with subtitles
Movies with subtitles tend to give the feeling that
something is lost. The visual experience of the film is
weakened by the necessity to read the text at the
bottom of the screen. The dialogue may feel artificial in
© Lee Bacon
some way. You get the basic information, but little beyond
that. Watching films in languages you know with subtitles
in languages you know confirms this impression. Often the words on the screen
bear little resemblance to the actor's dialogue. Besides, subtitles have to deal with
the same difficulties that all translations have: not only should they translate
words, but also the meaning. This gets especially tough with puns, jokes and
culture-specific references.
"Subtitles take roughly 30 percent of your attention in the movie theatre," says Petr
Sitar, founder and owner of Filmprint, one of the Czech Republic's two major
subtitling outfits. Is this really worth it? Do we truly want to see a film if nearly
one-third of the experience is sacrificed to reading subtitles? In Belgium the case
seems to be even worse. As the country has three official languages (Dutch, French
and German), subtitles have to be provided in each of these tongues. You can
imagine that three sets of subtitles would pretty much fill up half the screen.
So, why watch subtitled movies at all?
There are a multitude of reasons, the most pragmatic
one is that your language might have too small group
of speakers to pay for dubbing over it. Another reason might be
© Daniel
that you don't like dubbed films. You might find that the quality of
Slusarcik
the film suffers. Actors in dubbed films take on a strange, fake
quality - their mouths move, but the sounds that comes out are
completely different, as though possessed. The actor's performance isn't merely
about the words being spoken, but also about tones, pauses, the rise and fall of a
voice, the pitch, all of the sounds that are lost when the voice is replaced by
another. There are many who believe that the language (and the culture) of a
movie determines its character. It grounds the film in reality, gives it a place and a
feel that is authentic.
Think of the wonderful Danish film, Adams Aebler aka Adam's Apples, which came
out in 2005. The staccato sound of the Danish language adds a lot to the quiet but
intense atmosphere of the film. Just as German seems to provide a perfect soundimage for World War II movies: even if you don't understand a word of German,
you can feel the impact of those sounds in a far more appropriate manner. Just try
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to imagine a Nazi officer going around speaking French. Such a contrast would be
absurd. Considering movies as holistic pieces of art makes it especially difficult to
justify radically changing one channel of sensual impression.
Also consider the educational benefits of subtitles. Watching Spanish movies with
subtitles can be a terrific way to learn Spanish (and it's probably a lot easier, and
more interesting, than attending a 2-hour class).Once your skills have advanced
you can shift to Spanish movies with Spanish subtitles. Eventually you won't need
them anymore at all. That this way of learning languages can be effective is proven
by the Scandinavian case. Have you ever met a Scandinavian person with a less
than perfect English? - Guess why not. The TV stations there show only the English
originals of movies.
However, the question remains: Why are subtitles often so poorly done?
One answer is that subtitling movies comes at the very end of the assembly-line
process of putting together a movie. And, sadly, there is often very little priority
given to it. By the time the subtitles are being produced, the director has moved on
to the next project. Sometimes the translators don't
even get to see the movie they're translating, but
instead just a "spotting list" that indicates how much
time, or how many frames they have for the script.
Furthermore, in order to have the new version ready
as soon as possible - so that the film can be released in the
© Daniel
Slusarcik
respective country - very little time is given over to writing
subtitles, and even less time (or no time at all) to oversight, rewrites, editorial changes, etc. When there is only a week or a weekend allotted to
translate 1,200 to 1,500 pieces of dialogue, efficiency and speed come at the
expense of artistic accuracy.
Another explanation why the quality of translations suffers in comparison with the
original is simply that there is a division between those who make the film and
those who produce the translation. The director, the screenwriter, the actors: they
aren't involved in the translation process.
A third reason is found in the anonymity of translation. Often, the name of the
translater isn't even given; instead, merely the name of the company is listed.
Translators are rarely recognized by audiences and critics. And when they are
recognized, the attention is almost universally negative. Translation, by its very
nature, is an art that should go unobserved. When it is well done, the viewer (or
reader) ought to forget that it is even a translation at all. And when it isn't so well
done - this is when the audience takes notice.
As we see, the process of putting together the subtitles and the low priority which
is given to their quality accounts for much of the flaws. Subtitled films rarely
become box office hits and it is mostly the younger, well-educated, independentfilm crowd that frequents them. Little money, little emphasis.
Yet I believe that there lies a specific advantage in translations, especially for the
European cinema. Auberge Espagnole gave a perfect example for the young, multilingual Europeans, whose life takes place in more than one language and therefore
cannot be represented in only one. 2 days in Paris by, and with, Julie Delpy is
another example. Europe, much more than mighty Hollywood, is accustomed to a
multitude of languages and language's power to create identity. How could Europe
ever be faithfully depicted if not in it's multitude of voices, to not only understand
the words that are being said, but the way they are spoken, the sounds and the
languages as they are represented in real life - not by another actor's voice
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replacing one language for another, but by the original. It does not matter that it is
foreign; indeed, the foreignness is what enhances the film's foundation in reality. It
is what makes the film a part of the world.

Reviews:
Be Kind Rewind
A man unintentionally magnetizes - and thereby destroys - all the videotapes in his
friend's video store. As a result, he and his friend decide to produce remakes of the
films themselves, a process they call "Sweding". These sweded films - including
Ghosbusters, Robocop and the Lion King - come out as hilarously crude
interpretations of the originals. The French director Michel Gondry managed to
created another extremely creative, funny and playful movie. Far from a cliché
comedy and yet you won't stop laughing.
The Wave (Die Welle)
A thrilling account of an experiment carried out in classroom. The students are
bored by the history of the Third Reich. "We're too knowledgeable to ever fall into
something like that again," say the students. The surprised teacher decides to
prove how easy they are to be led astray. They elect a leader (him, the teacher)
and he starts to instill in them the virtues and practices that accompany autocracies
("Strength through discipline", "Work as one"). Inevitably they fall for it. A new
German movie that is both powerful and shocking.
The Diving Bell and the Butterfly (Le Scaphandre et le papillon)
The film is based on the true story of Jean-Dominique Bauby, a French editor of a
Fashion magazine, who suffers a stroke and comes away almost totally paralyzed.
He can only move his left eyelid. Through a very exhausting communication
method, he manages to dictate an account of his life. The film combines a moving
story with beautiful cinematography. Julian Schnabel, the noted artist and
filmmaker, deservedly received the prize for "Best Director" at Cannes.
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Austria
Seeboden
World Body Painting Festival
14th - 20th July 2008
It is a week long event known as the Mecca for body painting. A quiet Austrian
town plays host as artists from around the world come to feast their eyes on the
wonders of nature and all who are naturally painted.
Alex Barendregt in 1998 organized the first bodypainting festival to bring tourism
back to his small village and now the picturesque village of Seeboden provides an
idyllic setting for this festival. Thousands travel there to welcome this innovation in
art. Of course, not all arts hangs on the wall. Posing as a unique canvas, the
models transform into living breathing works of art.
More information on: http://www.bodypainting-festival.com/
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Belgium
Kiewit, close to Hasselt
Pukkelpop
14th - 16th August 2008
An annual music festival that now attracts many big name performers. Radiohead,
Daft Punk, Beck, Massive Attack and Audio Slave- are you a fan of them? Well,
these names were among the others entertaining 100,000 young rockers at this
three-day summer music festival. There are always a several staging areas.
More information on: http://www.pukkelpop.be/
Werchter
Rock Werchter 2008
3rd - 5th July 2008
Do you want to know what is going on in pop, rock and dance? Do you want to see
good rock bands, the new kings of dance and observe return of some old-time
favourites? So you have to participate in this international festival to listen to the
loved: R.E.M.,Radiohead, dEus, Lenny Kravitz, The Chemical Brothers, Mika and
many more… as well as others unknown, yet...
Last year there were participants from 58 countries. There is no age limit- it is an
event for young and old which has been awarded the title World's Best Festival by
its colleagues.
More information on: http://www.rockwerchter.be/RW2008/site/index.asp
Ghent
Ghent Festival
19th - 28th July 2008
This festival has its origins in the 19th century and firstly revolved around horse
racing. But now it is one of the largest open air cultural and popular festival in
Europe which promises "pop music, folkrock, rock 'n' roll, hip hop, jazz, R'n'B and
lots more on all the squares in the city centre." There's theatre, comedy,
sightseeing, exhibitions, boat trips... And there's always fine food (and beer!) that
Belgians are famous for.
More information on: http://www.gentsefeesten.be/

Bulgaria
Veliko Tarnovo
International Folklore Festival
19th July - 2nd August 2008
In the summer of 1998 champions of the idea to popularize Bulgarian folklore
together with connoisseurs of the international folklore traditions united their efforts
to set up a new cultural forum - an annual International Folklore Festival that takes
place in the old Bulgarian capital of Veliko Tarnovo and the surrounding area.
Bulgarian and foreign ensembles present the folklore wealth and traditions of the
whole world as well as popularize Bulgarian music and dance arts from all regions.
More information on: www.folklorefest.com
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Czech Republic
Prague
Respect Festival
June
Respect Festival celebrates 10 years of existence. It was a truly pioneering eventRespect started many years before world music became a fashion in Central
Europe. All today's hot trends like Gypsy brass bands, Flamenco dancers, African
music or Arabian chanting entered Prague via Respect. Thanks to it's ideas,
although not to it's budget, Respect shares the same esteem as elite events like
Womad festival or Womex music fair.
More information on: www.respectmusic.cz
Plzen
Festival Theatre
10th - 19th September 2008
It is something great to lovers of theatre and has many different aims : to present
a Show Case of the Czech theatre, to introduce the most outstanding and
remarkable foreign productions together with a digest of the Czech ones, within a
broad thematic and style scale of the scenes (drama, music, dance, puppet or
street theatre), to collate Czech professional drama art with top productions from
abroad, to draw Czech both theatrical and spectator audience nearer to modern
trends of European and world theatre...
More information on: http://www.festivaltheatre.cz/

Denmark
Roskilde
Roskilde Festival
3rd - 6th July 2008
It is Denmark's first real music oriented festival, originally for hippies but today
covering more of the mainstream youth from Scandinavia and the rest of Europe.
Until the mid-1990s the festival attracted mostly Scandinavians, but in recent years
it has became more and more international (with an especially large influx of
Germans, Australians and Scotsmen).
Roskilde Festival is the largest North European music festival and has existed since
1971. It is organized by Roskilde Festival society- a non profit organization and the
profits from the festival are donated directly to humanitarian and cultural purposes.
Traditionally the campsite opens on the last Sunday of June, what gives the festival
guests plenty of time to settle down and "warm up". The festival officially starts on
the following Thursday at the Animal Showgrounds (in recent years simply known
as the "Festival Site") and lasts 4 days.
More information on: www.roskilde-festival.dk

Finland
Helsinki
The World Village Festival
24th and 25th May 2008
This annual festival presents cultures from all over the world with its all treasures
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and surprises. The programme includes music from ethno to rock and pop, dance,
theatre, literature and food from different countries. Participants can also watch
exhibitions on multiculturalism, globalization and development aid.
More information on: www.maailmakylassa.fi/english
Seinäjoki
Provinssirock Festival
13th-15th June 2008
The Finland's largest international rock festival that makes people able to enjoy
music, company and Finnish summer. It has existed since 1979. Its main objective
is to promote and develop live music by bringing together and encouraging the
creators of live music and consumers of different music cultures and culture
organisations. This year it will be possible to listen to there Foo Fighters, Senj
Tankian, The Sounds, Hardcore Superstar among others.
More information on: http://www.provinssirock.fi/

France
Malsaucy
Eurockeennes de Belfort
4th - 6th July 2008
An international rock festival 'The Eurockeennes' has taken place on the peninsula
of Malsaucy near Belfort.
It is one of the best known festivals in France that has built its reputation for
having a diverse range of artists. Showing international talent (two open stages,
two marquees and a sound system) alongside home grown French artists the
festival appeals to music fans of any taste.
The festival gives the opportunity to cast an eye and to pitch an ear towards the
music of other realms by the sheer force of conviviality.
Last year it was possible to see Marilyn Manson, Tryo, Air, The Hives, Queens of the
Stone Age, Phoenix, Juliette and the Licks, Wu-Tang Clan.
More information on: http://www.eurockeennes.fr/

England
London
Notting Hill Carnival
Anually in August
Held each August Bank Holiday since 1966, Notting Hill Carnival is the largest
celebration of its kind in Europe.
Started as a local festival set up by the West Indian immigrants of the area it has
now become a full-blooded Caribbean carnival, attracting millions of visitors from
around the world. With scores of massive sound systems, many spectacular floats
and, of course, the traditional steel drum bands, plus hundreds of stalls lining the
streets this is probably London's most exciting annual event.
More information on: http://www.nottinghillcarnival.biz/
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Reading and Leeds
Reading and Leading Festivals
22nd - 24th August 2008
The Reading and Leeds Festivals, officially called the Carling Weekend, are a pair of
annual music festivals that take place in Reading and Leeds in England. The events
both happen on the bank holiday weekend in August (on Friday, Saturday,
Sunday), and share the same bill (usually with one or two exceptions).
They used to be strongly folk-oriented festivals, now more
rock/alternative/indie/punk/metal. The festival normally has the following stages:
main stage - major rock/indie/alternative acts, NME/Radio 1 stage - less well
known acts, carling stage - acts with less popular appeal and breakthrough acts,
Radio 1 Lock Up Stage - underground punk/hardcore acts, dance tent - dance
music acts, comedy tent - comedy and cabaret acts, TopMan Unsigned tent unsigned acts from the local area (Leeds only).
More information on: www.readingfestival.com
Balado, Kinross-Shire
T in the Park
11th - 13th July 2008
It is an award winning (Best Medium Sized Festival UK Festival Awards 2005, 2006
and 2007) 3 day boutique of music festival. There are a few stages: Main, Big top,
Bollywood Bar as well as a few campsites- it is possible to choose "general", "quiet"
- for those who want a bit of peace at night time and "family". But about quality of
this event decide mainly artists you can see there, like: Beastie Boys, The Chemical
Brothers, Gossip or Gregory Isaacs.
More information on: www.tinthepark.com
Robin Hill, Isle of Wight
Bestival
5th - 7th September 2008
If somebody does not want to spend these crazy days in capital city can choose
another one- for example-Cork, where will be also marching bands, dancers, street
theatre performers.
More information on: www.bestival.net
Vale of Avalon
Glastonbury Festival of Contemporary Performing Arts
27th - 29th June 2008
According to organizers it's the largest green field music and performing arts
festival in the world in a beautiful location and with great people, in all their
splendid diversity!
Of course there is also the scheduled entertainment: music in Acoustic Tent, Dance
Village (a 24/7 theme park with seven sound arenas showcasing every known
variation of beats-based delights plus a good few yet-to-be discovered from techno
and drum'n'bass to seriously mellow roots and chill), Jazz World Stage, Pyramid
Stage, Cinema Field (if you find that you've just seen far too many bands you can
head to the vast open air cinema field where some of the latest movies have been
specially selected for enjoyment by the festivals crowds), and Field of Avalon- a folk
festival within a festival, where leading traditional and contemporary folk and roots
artists appear; theatre, circus, cabaret; the Festival that is the Kids Field; markets
selling everything you need, an enormous menu of food...
More information on: http://www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk
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Malmesbury, Witshire
WOMAD Charlton Park 2008
25th - 27th July 2008
WOMAD stands for World of Music, Arts and Dance and was set up in 1982 by
Genesis lead singer Peter Gabriel. The event brings together many forms of the arts
from different countries and cultures from over the globe. WOMAD has around 20
festivals worldwide and it allows audiences to gain an insight into other cultures
through the enjoyment of music.
Revellers will experience around 70 acts from around the world on both indoor and
outdoor stages. In this year its acts include: Altai Kai (Altai Republic, Inner
Mongolia), Bedouin Jerry Can Band (Egypt), Chic (USA), David D'Or (Israel),
Dengue Fever (USA/Cambodia), Eddy Grant (Guyana), Kasai All Stars (Congo), Lee
'Scratch' Perry (Jamaica), Squeeze (UK), Toumani Diabate (Mali)
Plus an Irish Ceilidh, Sufi Night, Percussion and Dance Workshops and a Taste Café
and more. What's not to love! The event has a family-safe atmosphere with a range
of music including jazz, funk, reggae, ambient and hip hop.
More information on: http://womad.org/
Bath Spa University
WOMAD Summer School 2008
28th July - 1st August 2008
WOMAD stands for World of Music, Arts and Dance, expressing the central aim of
the WOMAD festival - to bring together and to celebrate many forms of music, arts
and dance drawn from countries and cultures all over the world.
It offers you a chance to deepen your musical experience and develop your skills.
Come and be part of this incredible opportunity to learn first hand from some of the
world's most vibrant and accomplished performing artists - from drum legend Billy
Cobham to Egyptian master percussionist Hossam Ramzy, classic songwriter Chris
Difford (Squeeze) to West African kora maestro N'Faly Kouyate and acclaimed
guitarist Justin Adams.
A chance to be immersed in an exhilarating, creative atmosphere with the broad
swathe of cultural flavours you'd expect from a WOMAD festival.
Situated in the idyllic grounds of Bath Spa University, these residential courses will
include plenty of opportunities to get to know musicians with amazing stories to tell
and an enormous breadth of experience.
More information on: http://womad.org/

Estonia
Tallin
The Õllesummer Festival
2nd - 6th July 2008
The festival "Õllesummer" is unquestionably one of the largest festivals in the
region (Scandinavia & the Baltic States) and in 2008 is going to be held for the
15th time. It has its origins in a beer festival and up to this day more than a
hundred different beers from around the world can be tasted there. But you can
find there also food offered at a number of different cuisine restaurants and cafes.
Over the years many performers have appeared at the festival.The main stage of
the festival will set forth well-known Estonian and popular foreign performers.
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Upward of ten stages and beyond a hundred performances will leave a lasting
impression. The selection of music varies from jazz to rock and disco.
More information on: http://www.ollesummer.ee

Germany
Regattainsel
Summer Jam Festival
4th - 6th July 2008
The Summer Jam is the biggest reggae event in Europe. Since 1986 the festival has
taken place in the beginning of July of each year, right in the beginning of the
"hottest" part of the German summer. In these years all the top-acts of the
international Reggae scene have been playing at this huge happening. The Summer
Jam takes place on the Regattainsel in the Fühlinger See (Lake) very close to Köln
(Cologne)! This festival area is very nice and green, with trees and a beautiful lake.
More information on: www.summerjam.de
Berlin
Love Parade
July
Love Parade is the largest techno gathering in the world. Held in downtown of
Berlin, the parade features dozens of floats, each with its own soundsystem. The
floats go up and down a long street (Unter Den Linden), going through
Brandenburger Tor, a gate that used to divide East and West Berlin. Love Parade is
a massive celebration of techno, the re-unification of Berlin, and a crazy party
generally The tradition started 10 years ago with a few hundred ravers and has
grown to a million and a half people. That's right: 1.5 million people.
Munich
Oktoberfest (Beerfestival)
From 20th September to 5th October 2008
Late September and early October is time for Oktoberfest, a German two week long
beer festival in Munich. Oktoberfest is a world famous celebration of German beer.
Oktoberfest, or as the Germans call it, the Wies'n, is the annual festival first held in
1810 to celebrate the marriage of Bavaria's King Ludwig and Princess Therese of
Saxony-Hildburghausen.
The festival is held on an area named the Theresienwiese (Field [or meadow] of
Therese), often called "d' Wiesn" or "d'Waasn" shortly. Beer plays a central role in
the fair, with every festival beginning with a keg of beer tapped by the Mayor of
Munich who declares "O'zapft is!" (Bavarian: "It's tapped!").
More information on: http://www.oktoberfest.de/en/

Greece
Assumption of the Virgin Mary
15th August of each year
For more than 1500 years the 15th of August has been the most special day of the
summer on Paros. It is observed as a National Holiday and celebrates the
Assumption of the Virgin Mary. No expense is spared by the Municipality as
suddenly the sky erupts into a spectacular fireworks display high above little fishing
boats ablaze with red smoky signal flares and the sound of the ferryboats saluting
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the occasion with long blasts on their horns and the celebration from the crowd.
Colourfully dressed in their traditional costumes the Municipal Dancing Group whirls
to the music which is the lifeblood of Greece.
Celebrations continue into the early morning hours not only in bars, clubs and
taverns but also sometimes more quietly under the ever-present brilliant canopy of
stars.
More information on: http://www.aegeanstyle.com/paros/index.html

Hungary
Budapest
Sziget Festival
9th - 19th August 2008
The Sziget Festival is one of Europe's largest music and cultural festivals- 400,000
visitors. During a week in the most pleasant month of the year Sziget Festival
awaits students and young adults on vacation from Europe and other corners of the
world with nearly 1000 programmes and 60 venues. Sziget is more than just a
festival, it is a place to meet interesting people, a place to make friends and fall in
love. Children and older generations can also find their little corner as these kinds
of programmes are offered very often.
It takes place in Óbudai-sziget, an island in the Danube.
More information on: www.sziget.hu/festival_english

Iceland
Reykjavik
Iceland Airwaves Music Festival Reykjavik
15th - 19th October 2008
Iceland Airwaves takes place on eight main venues in Reykjavik´s city centerclubs, bars and Reykjavik Art Gallery. But there is also an off venue programme during the whole festival from afternoon into the night parties, instore shows, DJ &
bands gigs will be taking place in selected record shops, bars and galleries all over
the downtown. The objective is to mainatin the tradition of cutting music edges.
More information on: http://www.icelandairwaves.com

Ireland
Stardbally, Co. Laois
Electric Picnic
29th - 31st August 2008
The festival 2008 will feature the usual circus of music, comedy, holistic health…
Some initiatives seem to be really interesting like for example "powder room"
where the team of professionals make people to feel as if they have walked off the
cat walk by cutting, restyling, blow drying and make overs. You are focused about
music? Last year participants could listen to Bjork, Chemical Bros or Beastie Boys.
You need to escape from the festival madness? Nothing easier! It is possible due to
numerous Playstation gaming zones with top of the range high definition
televisions, airplane seats, Buddha bags or comfortable couches.
More information on: www.electricpicnic.ie
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Killorglin
Puck Fair
10th - 12th August 2008
The fair is one of Ireland's oldest and longest celebrated ones and is held without
fail on 10th, 11th and 12th August every year with 12 hours of free family street
entertainment.
The main events of the festival include the traditional horse fair, parade and
coronation ceremony of King Puck, open air night concerts, fireworks display,
children's competitions, street entertainers and dancing displays.
These visitors to the town are of varying nationalities - local people mix with
Europeans and Americans to create a truly international atmosphere.
More information on: http://www.puckfair.ie/index.php
Feakle
The Feakle International Traditional Festival
6th - 12th August 2008
Would you like to know the secrets of playing the guitar, banjo, flute…? Or maybe
you are more interested in knowing steps of traditional dances? So go to this small
town to make your dreams come true. You will be able to participate there in
musical performances, open air concerts, cross road dancing… Organizers
remember also about families and that is why it is possible to take there children
and to participate in storytelling, songs singing and another activities.
More information on: http://www.feaklefestival.ie/index.html

Italy
Florence
Florence Youth Festival
29th June - 31st July 2008
The aim of the Festival is to offer young European musicians a unique experience in
Italy with the chance to play in magnificent venues and to participate in an intense
experience and full immersion of classical and contemporary music. The
International Festival of European Youth Orchestras started in the year 1999 thanks
to the EU grant Kaleidoscope '99 and to the longstanding relationship between
Accademia San Felice, the Town Hall of Florence, the Regione Toscana, the Province
of Florence, the European Commission, and many other Municipalities in Tuscany,
Umbria and Marche.
Per a més informació consulta www.florenceyouthfestival.com
Sardinia, Sedilo
L'Ardia di San Costantino (Sardinian Horse Racing)
5th - 7th July 2008
One of the biggest festivals in Sardinia and a horse race is L'ardia di San
Costantino, commemorating Constantine's victory over Maxentious. Every year on
July 5th through 7th Constantine's charge is recreated with a monumental horse
race held on the grounds of the Sanctuario di San Costantino. After the race
everyone trudges down to the priest's house for a few sips of vernaccia (the local
wine) and a mouthful of pastry. By the way- there's only one glass for that
vernaccia. It's a kind of intimate sharing thing. This is Sardinia!
More information on: http://goeurope.about.com/cs/sardinia/a/ardia.htm
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Lithuania
Dieveniskes
Be2gether festival
14th - 17th August, 2008
At three massive scenes you can listen to rock, electronic, "world" and alternative
music played by worlds famous bands. Last year participants could listen to
Morcheeba, Bloodhound Gang, Leaves, Myslovitz and many more. But music it isn´t
all what this festival offers. Its entertaining side grabs everyone´s attention to try
their own luck, creative work and try to chill out. Cinema under the open sky, sport
games, music, dance lessons, special relaxation zones, drawing among others.
There are special places prepared for children with supervisors, thus parents can
leave their children in safe environment.
Be2gether festival is involved into the list of "Vilnius - European Capital of Culture
2009" events. Part of the money gathered during the festival is dedicated for
humanitarian aid.
More information on: http://www.b2g.lt/lt/

Malta
Valletta
Malta Jazz Festival
19th - 22nd July 2008
The festival organized by the Malta Council for Culture and Arts that constantly
draws jazz from all over the world. The festival has all kinds of jazz lovers with a
diverse merge of musicians and a rapidly growing international reputation. Staged
below the bastions of the 16th century city of Valletta, and by the waters of Grand
Harbour, Malta Jazz Festival certainly has a spectacular location.
More information on: www.maltajazzfestival.com

Norway
Bergen
The Bergen International Festival
21st May - 4th June 2008
This event is the largest of its kind in the Nordic countries and presents music,
literature, theatre, dance, opera and visual arts made by artists from the Nordic
and Baltic countries. Organizers want to present there diversity and differences
rather than common identity. There are planned about 160 events.
More information on: www.fib.no
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Poland
Gdynia
Open´er Festival
4th - 6th July 2008
The festival, which was mentioned among five best festivals on the continent by the
influential British "Q" magazine, and attracts audience from as far as Australia and
Japan.
This event targeted at youth with really high expectations takes place in Gdynia, a
city located on the coast of the Baltic Sea, in northern Poland. It satisfies the fans
mostly three kinds of music: rock, hip-hop and dance. It has been organized since
2002 and so far it was possible to see: P´nk, Adam Freeland, Snoop Dogg,
Faithless, Laryn Hill, The White Stripes, Manu Chao, Pharell Williams, Franz
Ferdinand, The Streets, Kanye West, Roger Sanchez, and many more. This year its
participation have already confirmed: The Chemical Brothers, Massive Attack,
M.I.A., CocoRosie, Gentelman & The Far East Band.
More information on: www.opener.pl
Bielawa
Reggae Music Festival - Regalowisko
22nd - 23rd August 2008
It is an annual festival for reggae music listeners held in a picturesque and natural
scenery of mountains and water upon the large area of the holiday center "Sudety"
in Bielawa (Lower Silesia). All visitors have a camping, toilets and showers,
gastronomy, and different stalls at their disposal. Reggae music itself is something
that you cannot pass by indifferently. Natural vibration and feelings of freedom, joy
and happiness when listening its sounds from loudspeakers, when you understand
its meaning. Everyone must have heard at least one song, or even a half. All thanks
to an unquestionable king of reggae, Bob Marley.
More information on: www.regalowisko.pl

Portugal
Idanha-a-Nova
Concept Boom 2008
11th - 18th August 2008
Do you want to participate in event that makes you able to practise many kinds of
art at the same place and time? If yes, you should choose Portugal as a destination
point between 11 and 18 August. Because Boom Festival which is a platform for
artists from all over the world takes place there. Fine arts, street art, interactive
paint, there's a wide array of arts that use colours and forms as a main medium of
expression. At Boom expect to see some of the most spectacular and creative
projects that are currently being created around Earth.
More information on: http://www.boomfestival.org/boom2008/news.php
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Scotland
Edinburgh
Edinburgh International Jazz & Blues Festival
25th July- 3rd August 2008
This is the biggest jazz event in Britain and it is generally held over ten days during
the summer months in Scotland.
It is extremely popular and every year it attracts many top Jazz performers - both
established artists and rising stars. The various concerts are usually hosted across
the city in various buildings and this means that visitors can take in some of the
sights while taking in some of the best sounds. Artists are both local and
international and many are at the top of their game - providing a truly magnificent
experience for all in attendance at the festival.
More information on: http://www.edinburghjazzfestival.co.uk/index.php
Hebrides of Scotland
Hebridean Celtic Festival
16th - 19th July 2008
Every year, the festival grows a little more. It offers more than just music concerts.
There is also the opportunity to learn some useful Gaelic and to listen to local
storytelling. You can also for example listen to some interesting tales while walking
the Castle Grounds on a guided tour. The Hebridean Celtic Festival also coincides
with the Highland Games and the Sail Hebrides and Maritime Festival. This means
you can enjoy more than one attraction at the same time with very little effort.
More information on: http://www.hebceltfest.com/
Edinburgh
Edinburgh Fringe Festival
3rd - 25th August 2008
The Fringe was founded on the principle of 'open-access for all performers' you will
find that almost anything goes there and you will always find something of interest
to you.
As a result of its international popularity, you can expect to see any sort of person
at the Fringe. It has the pleasure of show-casing the more obscure and intriguing
displays of human performance.
More information on: http://www.edfringe.com/

Serbia
Novi Sad
Exit Festival
10th - 13th July 2008
The festival began life as an artistic antidote to the grim reality of the Milosevic
regime and has grown into one of Europe's biggest and most vibrant musical
celebrations. It takes place in the stunning surroundings of the ancient Petrovaradin
Citadel and in the space of four days attracts not just 250,000 revellers from all
over the globe, but some of the best-known names from the world of music. There
are films, theatre and workshops too.
UK Festival Awards 2007, together with Yourope, the European Association of the
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40 largest festivals in Europe, has awarded EXIT as the Best European Festival.
More information on: www.exitfest.org

Slovenia
Ljubljana
Ljubljana Summer Festival
19th June - 28th August 2008
Held in the city each summer, the festival is the biggest cultural event of the year
and attracts upwards of 50,000 visitors during its seven-week run. The event was
first held in 1953 and each summer it continues to put on an eclectic programme of
music, dance, opera, ballet, theatre, art and films. Visitors can expect to see
everything from internationally-acclaimed symphony orchestras to world-renowned
theatre companies perform in various venues and locations throughout the city.
More information on: www.ljubljanafestival.si

Spain
Pamplona
Pamplona Bull Run (San Fermin)
6th - 14th July 2008
The festival of San Fermin, or the Pamplona bull running as it's more commonly
known outside Spain officially begins at midday on 6th July every year with the
'chupinazo' which takes place on the balcony of the Casa Consistorial in Pamplona.
Thousands of people congregate in the square awaiting the mayor's official
announcement that the fiestas have begun, a rocket is launched and the party
begins.
The Pamplona bull run takes place at 8am every morning from 7th to 14th July.
Runners must be in the running area by 7.30am. The actual run stretches from the
corral at Santo Domingo where the bulls are kept, to the bullring where they will
fight the same afternoon. The length of the run is 825 metres and the average time
of the run from start to finish is about three minutes. The streets through the old
town which make up the bull run are walled off so the bulls can't escape. Each day
six fighting bulls run the route as well as two herds of bullocks.
More information on: www.spanish-fiestas.com/spanish-festivals/pamplonabull-running-san-fermin.htm
Barcelona
Festes de la Merce
The festival dates and programme for 2008 has not been announced yet
but probably it will be around 20th - 24th September 2008
Barcelona´s biggest annual festival which celebrates the saint patron of Barcelonathe Virgin de la Merce, who according to the legend did a good job in removing a
tiresome plague of locust that once visited the city.
There are many events including the parade of giant wooden figures (gegants)
operated by people as well as sports events, musical performances, fantastic
firework displays.
One highlight that you must look out for is the competition of which group can form
the highest human tower. The best place to find the towers is at Placa de Sant
Jaume where participants in traditional costumes (castellers) climb on top of one
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another until they can hold no more. This human tower often reaches around eight
levels.
More information on: http://www.bcn.es/merce/catala/home.shtml
Barcelona
Sonar, Advanced Music and Multimedia Art
19th - 21st June 2008
Spread across several venues in and around the Ramblas district, Sonar is covering
the latest updates and developments in the music world. Three days and three
nights in touch with the most up-to-date developments and featuring the most
relevant national and international artists. Sonar presents DJ sets, concerts, titles
projected at the SonarCinema and works in every multimedia format: installations,
Net art, design...
More information on: http://www.sonar.es/portal/es/home.cfm
Bunyol
La Tomatina (Tomato Fight)
Last Wednesday of August (27th August 2008)
The event has become one of the highlights on Spanish summer festivals calendar.
The highlight of the festival is the tomato fight that lasts little over an hour
beginning at midday and continuing until shortly after 1pm.
The sheer number of people means that it's extremely difficult to get anywhere
near the central area where the tomato lorries arrive so you may find yourself a few
streets away from the main action. Never mind, there are plenty people in the
same boat and the street partying goes on no matter where you are.
More information on: http://www.latomatina.es/
Bennicàssim
FIB Heineken 2008
Last Wednesday of August (27th August 2008)
Benicàssim in the middle of Valencia is the perfect place for this summer music
festival which besides music provides space for other disciplines such as dance,
fashion, contemporary art, theatre and short films… Also it offers summer courses
in collaboration with the Universidad Jaume I, such as Radio Fiction (in
collaboration with RNE-Radio 3), Comics and Animation (in collaboration with the
Motel Spaghetti collective), Documentary Film, and the Marriage of Film and Music
have been filled to capacity.
More information on: http://fiberfib.com/

Russia
St. Petersburg
Open the Windows Rock Festival
1st June 2008
This annual one-day festival showcases the rock beats and stage presence of new
and upcoming Russian bands along with a few international musicians. Those
performing at the festival are chosen from a "battle of the bands" competition held
in May. The event is sure to be a rocking good time. Drop in to see great musicians
on their way to rock stardom.
More information on: http://www.rock-festival.ru
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Sweden
Uppsala
Uppsala Reggae Festival
7th - 9th August 2008
It is the largest reggae festival in Scandinavia that attracts attendees of all ages
from all over northern Europe. It started as a one-day festival, but since then has
expanded to two, then three days. In connection with the 2001 festival, Uppsala
was given the epithet "The Reggae Mecca of Scandinavia". Since 2002, the festival
has been held in August each year in Uppsala, 70 km north of Stockholm.
More information on: www.uppsalareggaefestival.se
from top to toe in Sweden
Midsummers in Sweden
Around June 21st
Midsummer is the most popular festival in Scandinavia together with Christmas. It
is a celebration of the longest day of the year. In Sweden and in Finland,
Midsummer is celebrated as a public holiday on the third Friday and Saturday of
June (in 2008 it is 20th and 21st June), when everybody escapes to the country to
spend a relaxing time in nature. Midsummer starts as a "just for the kids" affair
during the day, and ends in an all-out drunken binge at night.
More information on:
www.scandinavica.com/culture/tradition/midsummer.htm
Hultsfred
Hultsfred Festival
12th - 14th June 2008
The largest and longest running youth-oriented music festival in Sweden based in
the small village of Hultsfred. It started in 1986.
Over the years artists from all over the world have shared stages with Swedish up
and coming acts. Bands like Black Sabbath, Radiohead, Björk, Nick Cave & the Bad
Seeds, Hole, Wu-Tang Clan, Limp Bizkit, The Prodigy, Garbage have all headlined
the festival.
And acts like The Hives, Oasis, The Cardigans, The Wannadies, Backyard Babies,
Boo Radleys, Lardbyrds, Fatboy Slim, Underworld, Tricky and even the Chemical
Brothers all played the festival before hitting the big time...
More information on: http://www.rockparty.se/

Switzerland
Montreux
42nd Montreux Jazz Festival
4th - 19th July 2008
The event situated on the banks of Lake Geneva, in a region known for its unique
climate and quality of life as "The Swiss Riviera".
Festival was founded in 1967 which has become an unmissable event for music
fans. Jazz music may have constituted the Festival's historic roots, but other
musical styles quickly found their place within festival. Among the names of greats
that have performed there it is possible to find: Miles Davies, Ray Charles, David
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Bowie or Massive Attack.
More information on: www.montreuxjazz.com
St. Gallen
Openair Stgallen
27th - 29th June 2008
You will find there an exciting and varied program on two large stages. On "the
Sitterbuenne"- you get to admire the shows of international and well known
national acts and on "the Sternenbuehne"- you will find additional highlights in
music as well as comedy. In addition there's the "B-line Tent" for all the fans of
good dance sounds and the blue "Box Lounge" that offers a small but nice
programme that's always good for a surprise.
More information on: http://www.openairsg.ch/info/quickinfos_en.php

Turkey
Edirne
Traditional Turkish Oil Wrestling Festival
4th - 6th July 2008
Are you thinking about exotic travel? Are you bored with music festivalseverywhere the same artists, similar people? Well…There is a solution! A historical
"Kirkpinar Oil Wrestling" which is the oldest wrestling festival in the world and has
been continuing since the first contests in 1357 in Rumelia. You can see there really
strong men practising head wrestling and other forms of wrestling contests, as well
as the performances of the "Janissary Band" and local and foreign folk-dance
groups throughout the contests
More information on:
http://www.kirkpinar.com/home.php?link=anasayfa&dil=en
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Report realized by
Anna Sala Roy

Au-Pair in Ireland

When I finished the University I didn't know what to
do. So I thought to go abroad to improve my English.
And I did! I started searching for some agencies or
English schools that worked with this kind of projects…
at the end I decided the cheapest way was through
the Au-Pair project.
Once I'd chosen the agency and the country I wanted
to go (Ireland) they got in touch with the family
through their contact in Ireland. I had to pay the fees for the agency's work. I
decided to go in school there too so I had to pay all course through bank.
They asked me for some photos with children, with
my family… so the other family could see them. Since
that point I started to talk with the family through email.
On the 28th of May 2007 the great day arrived. At
09.15 am I was in Ireland! The family came for me at
the airport and I spent all the day with them, playing
with the daughters, in a tourist tour in Dun Loaghaire
(a village 12 km far from Dublin). I had to take care
of two girls, Tori and Hari Liana, one and three years
old respectively.
The first week, mum had holidays and taught me how
the change nappies, the timetables, Hari's favourite
games… and told me everything I had to do.
Usually I did babysitting twice a week, one in the middle of the week and the other
at the weekend. Thanks to the school I met a lot of people, who introduced their
friends to me. We were all a big family there! Every weekend we organized a trip
around the island (Galway, Belfast…).
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It was an experience I'll never forget, surely. It is worth to do something like this,
not only to improve the English but also to realise that you can manage in many
situations you never thought. If you want to go to Ireland don't forget to bring
them something typical and your umbrella!

Report realized by
Marco Resta

The final project of studies in Madrid
During the last years of my studies of electronic engineering I had a wish to
develop final project on using new technologies in developing countries.
After a long searching I was given a possibility to work in Madrid for EHAS
Foundation (Enlace Hispano Americano de Salud), to develop a tool that was used
to realise a telecommunications nets in rural zones of Latin America.
EHAS is an organization created by collaboration between Polytechnic of Madrid and
Engineering without Borders, association of students and professionals that work on
international technical projects. An aim of this Foundation is to show that using new
technologies can help rural societies effectively by realizing structures of
telemedicine that improve sanitary condition of these places.
All tasks connected with my PFC I made within University Rey Juan Carlos in
Fuenlabra campus, in Madrid, using tools of university, especially spending a lot of
time in an office with some scientists.
It was my first experience of living out of home, what is more- abroad. Everything
started with intention of developing a project significant for my professional career,
which gave me possibility to connect interest in technology with a wish for
contributing to construction of society more just and supported development. But I
received much more...
My basic task was improving a methodology of simulating correct functions of nets
of telecommunications for Foundation and I spent o lot of hours in front of
computer to make better functions of software simulator. In these moments I could
discover other university world, so different from Italian, where the distance
between students and professors is shorter, and the way of didactic is differentmore theoretical in Italy and more practic in Spain.
The trip to the university was one hour long. I could use two hours everyday in
Cercanicas train to study Spanish. It improved my knowledge of this language and
my curiosity for a nation that I was knowing.
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But moments of work that I recall with the strongest nostalgia, were the meals with
professors and directors of Foundation. There I was involved in conversations that I
wasn't used to participate in, like talking about children, family or listening
professors speaking about students, when I still belonged to this group. It was
interesting to hear a voice of foreign country that was my host and be able to put
my Italian experience. Of course months of work were very important for my
formation acquired by important experience of my director of my thesis and
colleagues from work.
I found a flat near to the centre of Madrid, which I shared with a German girl and
Italian boy. There was a relaxing atmosphere, exactly this kind that you want to
find when you are coming back home stressed for work. Also it was possible to see
how everyday contacts became a real friendship. What is more, when you live in a
new place, energy that you have to involve yourself in new friendships is stronger
and your curiosity for knowing and learning a foreign country enhance all of this.
In one of the most extrovert European capital full of youngsters I started to know
more and more people, in majority from different places of the world, that I shared
with them the funniest and the most significant moments of this experience. My
first roommates had to leave in the middle of February, and from this moment I
shared my flat with two girls- German and Italian. And leaving with two girls is
something very relaxing, at least with these two that I lived with. There were other
people important for me: one Canadian girl who shared with me all her experience
from the first day of arriving in Madrid, a Mexican boy who was my best friend
during these nine months and also people from work, especially one girl who was
somebody more than a colleague.
At the final of this experience, took place Ibero Americano convention that
participated some organizations working on telemedicine nets in Latin America like
EHAS in. There I knew some people that lived directly with the problems of rural
societies. Speaking with them and spending many months working for EHAS
Foundation I could absorb some reflections on the world of international
cooperation, different from mine ways of life and problems of Latin America.
My experience of nine months in Spain finished with some cakes that I brought to
the university, a party in my house and some last beers with friends. During my
travel back my head was full of memories: parties, travels within Castilla and hours
of work. I was convinced that this experience was so precious for my final project of
my studies and activities which I had in the world of cooperation, but mainly for the
relationships I made.
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Report realized by:
Anouk Achim

O Montréal
Canada is such a large country, coast to coast there is
5 500km, that it would be difficult to talk about all of
it. My name is Anouk and I live in Montréal, the
biggest city in the province of Québec. In Canada, the
first official language is English and the second is
French. In Québec, the main spoken language is
French. In Montréal, most people are bilingual.
The city is situated on an island in the St-Lawrence
River, one of the largest rivers in the world. We are
about 1.5 million people living on it. I will try my best
to give a little idea of this fantastic city living on the
rhythm of the fourth seasons and is multiple
ethnicities.
How to get there:
The best way is by plane. Montréal-Pierre Elliott
Trudeau International Airport (formerly MontréalDorval International Airport) is the main Canadian
airport east of the Great Lakes. From the airport,
there is shuttle bus running all day to the Bus Central
Station which is in the middle of the city. People are
really friendly and helpful; don't be afraid to ask your
way, we will be pleased to help.
www.admtl.com
Transportation:
Once in the city, the best way to move around is by subway. It covers most of the
main attractions. It's really simple to use, there is only four lines. The bus system is
also well developed. If you like walking, it will be easy to go from a point of interest
to another in the same area.
www.stm.info
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Accommodation:
There is a nice range of accommodation for all taste and price. If you are a
backpacker, there is a nice youth hostel well located. There is also a few "bed and
breakfast". It's a nice way to have a good contact with montrealers.
www.hostellingmontreal.com
Restaurants:
Like for the accommodation, you have the choice of different cuisines and at
different prices. It will be easy to find something if you have a special diet. You
have to try different specialities like the smoked meat or the poutine. If you would
like to know more about the history of smoked meat, have a look at this site it will
explain it better than me.
www.schwartzsdeli.com
The Poutine, it's a fast food meal. Fries with a specific type of cheddar with a BBQ
sauce all over it. Looks horrible but tastes really good after a night out!!
If you come in March or April, you have to visit a "Sugar Shack". At spring time, for
about two weeks, the maple trees produce maple sap. We boil it and it transforms
into a sugary syrup that we eat with meat, pancake or on the snow like a little
lollypop!
Nightlife:
HAVE FUN, the choice is yours. From Dance Club to little Pub. In the summer time,
the best thing is to find a nice pub with a terrace. You can sit outside with your
drink and enjoy the crowd. You could try "Le Saint-Sulpice" on St-Denis Street and
you will see a few others just around. If you are coming during winter, there is the
Montreal Highlights Festival, to celebrate winter; there is many activities like
Fireworks, outdoor DJ and Montreal All-Nighter.
www.montrealenlumiere.com

10 things to know (advices, recommendations,
places to visit...):
The tour/bridge: 1. Summer is the season of festivals

in Montreal, Jazz festival, Francopholies, Just for
Laugh, Movie festival. Also, during about a month,
there is the international fireworks festival, twice a
week, for half an hour Montreal is illuminated by
them. You can easily see it by going under the
Jacques Cartier Bridge.

2. The Old Port, a nice place to wonder around, there
is the Town Hall, the Notre-Dame Basilica, some
buskers on Place Jacques Cartier, History Museum, nice
little restaurants and boutiques. There is animation
through all summer everywhere.
www.vieuxportdemontreal.com

Jean François Dupuis©Le
Québec en images, ccdmd

3. The Olympic Stadium, built for the 1976 Olympics. You could take the elevator
to the top of the tower to see the view off the city. While you're there, visit the next
attraction...
www.rio.gouv.qc.ca
4. Biodôme and Botanical Garden. At the Biodôme, you will walk through 4
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different ecosystems; two will be about Québec's
nature, The Laurentian forest and the St-Lawrence
River. Hope you will see the beaver! The Botanical
Garden is peaceful during the fall season, they have
the exposition of Chinese Lanterns, you walk in
different paths colored by those lanterns. It makes you
appreciate that chilly season.
www.biodome.qc.ca
www2.ville.montreal.qc.ca/jardin
5. St-Helen's Island. Love rides? Go to La Ronde,
the amusement park. You could also take a swim in
the Lac of Parc Jean-Drapeau. If you are a fan of F1,
this is where you find the Circuit Gilles Villeneuve.
www.laronde.com
www.parcjeandrapeau.com

Olympique Stadium and
view autumn: Denis
Labine ©Le Québec en
images, ccdmd

6. The Underground City downtown Montréal is very popular amongst tourists,
especially during the winter! Workers love it too. Most of the financial district has
connecting corridors from a building to another. It is the largest underground
complex in the world. It's also the place to go shopping.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Underground_city,_Montreal
7. Mount-Royal. Love that place! A mountain in the middle of the city, a huge
park. If you walk to the top you will have a fantastic view of the business district.
At the bottom, have a picnic at the Angel statue on Sunday. People gather to play
tam tams on sunny days during the summer.
www.lemontroyal.qc.ca
8. Mont-Royal and St-Denis Street. Nice streets to walk during a sunny day, lots
of little cafés and boutiques. If you wander around the uncommercial street you will
discover nice architecture like the outside stairs.
9. If you would like to take a little trip out of Montréal take the bus to Québec
city, the Capital. It's one of the oldest cities in North America and the Old Town is
protected area by UNESCO because of it's fortication. This year, it is celebrating its
400th anniversary.
www.ville.quebec.qc.ca
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quebec_City
10. Do you want to have a pinch of nature and of high emotion at only an hour
from Montreal? You can make a nice white river rafting trip. That company is
friendly; you will enjoy your day and the place.
www.propulsion.ca
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